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It was proved by W. Krieger that for an ergodic automorphism T  of type III 
there is an ergodic flow (F,),,::. whose isomorphism class uniquely determines the 
weak equivalence class of T. It will be shown that if N[r] is the normalizer group 
of the full group 171 and [Ti is the closure of IT], then the quotient group 
N(T]/ITj is topologically isomorphic to the commutant, c((F,),, rc), of the flow 
(F,),,ci. For various examples of flows (F,),, :> the commutant c((T,),, ;J) is studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By an isomorphism from a o-finite Lebesgue measure space onto a a-finite 
Lebesgue measure space we mean a bimeasurable map that carries a null set 
to a null set. An isomorphism from a u-finite Lebesgue measure space onto 
itself is called an automorphism. 
We are concerned with the group N[T]/[ rj arising from an ergodic 
automorphism T of type III, and with the commutant, c((F,),,,.), of an 
ergodic measurable flow (F,),,;< of automorphisms. 
The commutant c((F,),,,,) is the group (U: U is an automorphism such 
that for any I in R, UF$ = F,CJx f.a.a. x). It is a complete separable 
metrizable group with respect to the weak topology: I/,, converges weakly to 
U if for any f(x) in L’(x, fi), f (U; ’ x) (t&U; l/&)(x) converges to f(U- ‘x) 
(&U-‘/&)(x) in the Li-norm. The commutant is an invariant for the 
isomorphism of flows. 
We let G be a countable group of automorphisms or a cyclic group 
generated by a single automorphism T of a Lebesgue measure space (0,.59, 
P). We assume G (or T) is ergodic. An automorphism R satisfying 
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{ Rgw; g E G) = { gRo; g E G) f.a.a. w is called a normalizer of G (or T). By 
N[ G ] we denote the group consisting of normalizers. By [G ] we denote the 
group consisting of normalizers R such that Rw E (gw; g E G} f.a.a. o. In 
the case of a cyclic group generated by a single automorphism T we write 
N[ T] and [T]. The normalizer group N[G] is a complete separable 
metrizable group with respect to the following topology: R,, converges to R 
in N[G] if R, converges weakly to R and if P’(w in R; R,gR, ‘w f 
RgR ‘w) + 0 for any g in [G ], where P’ is a finite measure equivalent to P. 
In ] 7, 8 ] Krieger proved that if T is an ergodic automorphism of type III, 
that is, if it has no equivalent, u-finite, invariant measures, then there is an 
ergodic measurable flow (F,),,; whose isomorphism class determines 
uniquely the weak equivalence class of T. In Section 3 it will be shown that 
if T is an ergodic automorphism of type III, then the quotient group 
NIT]/ITj, where ITI is the closure of ] T], is topologically isomorphic to the 
cornmutant c((F,),, -,) (Theorem 4). 
In Section 2 for several classes of flows (F,),,: and of automorphisms F, 
the cornmutants c((F,),,,.) and c(F), where the cornmutant for a single 
automorphism F is analogously defined, are studied. It will be shown that an 
ergodic measurable flow is finite measure preserving and has pure point 
spectrum if and only if its cornmutant is compact (Theorem 1). The 
cornmutant of the adding machine automorphism acting on an infinite direct 
product measure space (nz., (0, l...., rn - I }, nr., ,D,) is an abelian group 
(Proposition 4). A class of adding machine automorphisms such that every 
automorphism commuting with one of these automorphisms is a power of it 
is given (Theorem 3). There is an example of an ergodic automorphism such 
that its cornmutant is not an abelian group (Theorem 2). 
By combining the above results, several corollaries are obtained. Let T be 
an ergodic automorphism of type III and (F,),,,, be the flow associated with 
T. Then the group N[ T]/[ Ts IS compact if and only if (F,),,:, is a finite 
measure preserving flow with pure point spectrum. If the group N[ T]/ITj is 
compact, then it is isomorphic to the character group of the T-set, T(T), of 
T. In particular, N[ T]/[ Ts is isomorphic to the l-dimensional torus if and 
only if T is of type III, for some 0 < ,l < 1. There are adding machine 
automorphisms T of type III, such that the group NITJ/[Tj is isomorphic to 
Fi. One should note that if T is an ergodic automorphism of type II, , then 
NIT]/[Tl is isomorphic to E. 
We remark that there is a close connection between the topics which are 
dealt with here and Connes and Tekesaki’s work about the flow of weights 
13, Chap. IV] in von Neumann algebra theory. This is because every 
normalizer of an ergodic automorphism T induces an automorphism of the 
factor arising from T by the group measure space construction and in 
particular every normalizer in IT] induces an inner automorphism of the 
factor. In [ 3 ] they proved that if M is a hyperfinite factor of type III, then 
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the fundamental homomorphism is a continuous homomorphism from 
Aut(M) into Aut(F,), whose kernel is a subgroup of Int(Mj. In [ 1 ] Connes 
claimed that its kernel is just Int(Mj. After this paper was written the author 
was informed by Connes that the analogous result to Theorem 4 for factors 
was announced in [ 10, Theorem 41. 
2. COMMUTANTS C((F,),,,.) 
For a measurable flow (F,),,,. of automorphisms of a Lebesgue measure 
space (X, Y, ,u) a real number y is called an eigenvalue of the flow if there 
exists a non-zero measurable functionfJx) such that for any t in I?,fs(F,x) = 
ei’y,.(x) f.a.a. x. The function J;(x) is called an eigenfunction. The point 
spectrum Sp(F) of (F,),,,. is the set of all eigenvalues. In the case of a single 
automorphism T we replace the above equation by J,(Tx) = exp(2niy)JJx) 
f.a.a. x, where y is in [0, 1). 
PROPOSITION 1 ([ 6 I). Let (F,),, F be an ergodic measurableflow under a 
constant ceiling function with a base automorphism T on X. Then we have 
that 
C((F,),,; ) = (F, . (U x id): t in R and U in C(T)}, 
where (I x id(x, u) = (Ux, u). 
Proof: Let X x [ 0, p j be the space on which (F,),,,, acts. Let W be in 
C((F,),,:,). We write W(X, 0) = (UX,f(x)). Since W(X, 0) = W(T-‘x, p) = 
WF,(T ‘x,O)=F,W(T ‘x,O)=F,(UT-‘x,f(T-‘x))=(TUT.‘x,f(T--Ix)), 
we have TUT ’ = U and f(T- ‘x) =f(x). Since T is ergodic, f(x) = const 
f.a.a. x. Q.E.D. 
2.1. Characters xl. of a Point Spectrum 
By a character x of an abelian group G we mean a function from G into 
IO, 1) such that X(Y + 7’) = X(Y) + x(Y’) (mod l), x( - Y) = -X(Y) (mod 1). 
We denote by G the character group of G. 
PROPOSHION 2. Let T be an ergodic automorphism of a Lebesgue 
measure space (X, .Y, p). Then there exists a continuous homomorphism 
U + xc., from the group c(T) into the character group, Sp(T)-, of the point 
spectrum Sp(T) such that for U in c(T) and for y in Sp(T) 
f,.(u-~) = exp(2~ixJr)M,(x) f.a.a. x, 
wheref,(x) is an eigenfunction of T with eigenvalue 7. 
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ProoJ If an automorphism fJ commutes with T, then &,(Ux) is also an 
eigenfunction of T with eigenvalue y, whose multipliciy is one. Hence there 
exists a constant x6,(y) satisfying the above equation. Since there exists a 
multiplier m(y, y’) such that for y and y’ in Sp(T), f;,, Jx) = m(y, y’) Qx) 
f,..(x) f.a.a. x, we have f;.+ ;..(Ux) = m(r, y’) I f,..(Ux) = m(r, y’) 
expWW7) + x1,0’))) f,(x) f,.,(x) f. a.a. x and f;,+ ;..(Ux) = exp(2niX,.(y + y’)) 
f;,, Jx) = exp(2niX,,(y + 7’)) m(y, 7’) f,(x) f,.(x) f.a.a. x. Thus x,.( . ) is a 
character of .Sp(r). 
We suppose that U,, in c(T) converges weakly to I/ in c(T). Since the 
weak topology depends only on the measure class, we may assume ~1 is a 
finite measure. We note that if ,U is finite, then U, converges weakly to U if 
and only if (r+U;‘/&)(x) converges to (&U-‘/a)(x) in the L’@)-norm 
and, for any h(x) in L”O(X,p), h(U,x) converges to h(Ux) in the L’(u)-norm. 
Then we have that for 7 in Sp(r) and for an eigenfunction f?(x), 
I ewW~,,~~)) - wCW,(~))l x lIfJll.l~u~ = Ilfju,x) -.f,WxllII.I,,~ -+ 0, 
becausef, is a bounded function. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. The analogous proposition holds for an ergodic measurable 
flow of automorphisms. 
Remark 2. As seen in the proposition, xC is a homomorphism from 
Sp(T) into &J(U). In particular if U is ergodic, then x,,. is one-to-one and 
onto. 
2.2. Ergodic Flows with Pure Point Spectrum 
A measurable flow (FJI,Fi of automorphisms of (X, .F, p) is said to have 
pure point spectrum if there exists a finite invariant measure v equivalent to p 
such that the one parameter unitary group (F,},,,,, F,<(x) = @F-,x) for < in 
L’(X,.jT, V) has pure point spectrum, in other words if there is a complete 
orthonormal basis (f,(x); y E Sp(F,)) in L*(X,.F, u) such that for any I in 
IRJ(F-,x) = e-“%,(x) f.a.a. x. 
THEOREM 1. Let (F,),,;, be an ergodic measurable flow of 
automorphisms of a Lebesgue measure space (X,X,,u). Then (F,),,:, is a 
finite measure preserving jlow with pure point spectrum if and only if the 
cornmutant, c((F,),,,,), is compact. In this case, the cornmutant c((F,),,,.) is 
topologically isomorphic to the character group of the point spectrum Sp(F) 
of(F,),,r<, which is a compact abelian group. 
ProoJ Necessity. By a theorem of Halmos and von Neumann 14. 
Theorem 41 an ergodic finite measure preserving flow with pure point 
spectrum is isomorphic to the one parameter group (a,),,,, of rotations of the 
character group Sp(F)-, which preserves a finite Haar measure, so that 
(a,. y) = exp(ir7) for ‘J in Sp(F) and t in R. By Proposition 2 it is enough to 
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show that the map c((F,),,,,) 3 U-t exp 2x& E Sp(a)* is one-to-one, onto, 
and the inverse map is continuous. If ~~(7) = 0 for all y in Z+(F), then 
A,(Ug) =f.( g) f.a.a. g in Sp(F)* and for all y in .Sp(F), where f,(g) = (g, r). 
Since (1:; ye Sp(F)} is total in the L* -space, U is the identity 
automorphism. Since for p in @(a)^, f,Cag) = (pg, y) = @, r)&(g), we have 
exp(2rciXB( . )) = @, . ). If for /3, and /I in .Sp(a)*, /?, converges to /3 in 
SP(& then ll&CP, . ) -fJP . >ll, I = I ewGW,n (7)) - expWx&))l x 
llf,.ll,, 1 = Icon 9 Y> - Go7 Y)I converges to 0. Since the family {f,} is total in L’- 
space, it follows that for any L’-function r, (I <v, . ) - r(jI . )llr, converges to 
0. 
SufJiciency. We need only the assumption that the closure, G, of the 
subgroup lFtJteR in c((F,),,,) is compact. It is an abelian group. Let p be the 
normalized Haar measure of G. If we define a set function u on F by v(A) = 
J‘c p( g.4) dp(g), where we may assume ,U is a finite measure, then it is a finite 
G-invariant measure equivalent to p. We assume that a L’(X, v)-function < is 
orthogonal to every eigenfunction of the one parameter unitary group 
(FAmR9 where F,q(x) = q(F-,x) for q in L*(X, v). What we are going to 
prove is that r(x) = 0 f.a.a. x. Let F, = I?, e”*dE(A) be the Stone decom- 
position of the unitary group (FotER. Let q be a L*(X, v)-function which is 
orthogonal to every eigenfunction. Then since the measure &(A) = 
d@(A) r, v) is non-atomic, it follows that 
fi’ ((Fur, $I* du = lrn lrn 
0 --co -cc 
exp($I;:j - ’ dK(A) dK(A’) 
converges to 0 as t -+ co. We have for all t in IF? 
I’ d/Q) f’ IP,% &)I* du = j I(& gOI* d&g), 
-G 0 G 
where g<(x) = c( g- ‘x). Since p is a finite measure and since 
it follows by the bounded convergence theorem that 
converges to 0. Thus we have IG I(& gc)l* dp(g) = 0. Since (C, g<) is a 
continuous function of g in G, we have (r, <) = 0. Q.E.D. 
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2.3. Cartesian Product of an Automorphism with Itself 
We give an example of an ergodic automorphism F such that c(F) is a 
non-abelian group. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be an ergodic automorphism of a Lebesgue measure 
space (X,Y.p) such that S x S is ergodic. Then c(S x S) is nor an abelian 
group. 
ProoJ The flip u defined by a@,~) = (y, x) for (x, v) in X x X is an 
automorphism commuting with S x S. Also S x id. S x id(x,y) = (SX,J), is 
an automorphism commuting with S x S. However, u does not commute 
with S x id. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Weakly mixing automorphisms with invariant measures satisfy 
the condition in the theorem. 
COROI.L.AHY. If F is a Bernoulli automorphism wilh a invariant measure, 
[hen c(F) is not an abelian group. 
ProoJ This is because by Ornstein’s theorem F is isomorphic to 
F’j2 X F’!‘, where F”’ is the root of F. Q.E.D. 
2.4. Adding Machine Amomorphisms 
Let (r,,)“>, be a sequence of integers with rn > 2. Let X be the infinite 
product of sets {O, I,..., rn - 1 j for n > 1, which is compact with resppect to 
the product of the discrete topologies of the sets (0, I...., r,, - I }. The space 
X becomes a topological group under coordinatewise addition with right 
carry with the inverse operation. -(x,),, , = (0 ,..., 0, ri -xi. r;. , - xi. , I. 
ri.? -xif2 - I,...) if x, = ... =xi , = 0 and xi # 0. We denote by X”“. for 
each n > 1. the group ((x, ,..., . Y ): 0 < xi < ri} with the same operation as the ,, 
group X except that the last coordinate x, is taken mod r,, . 
Let &,l,,, I be a sequence of probability measures on the sets 
(0. I,..., rn - I } such that u,,(i) > 0. Cf , 1 -,u,(r,, - 1) = a-o, and C;: , 
1 -p,,(O) = co. Let p be the infinite direct product measure of p,,‘s. Let .<, 
be the u-algebra of X which makes the n th coordinate of X measurable and 
let .F be the u-algebra generated by .;T,‘s. 
The rotation of X defined by 
Ii = (xn),,, , t (1, 0. 0 . . ...) 
for x = (xn)“>, in X is called the adding machine automorphism of 
(X..T,p). Since xi , I - ,un(rn - 1) = co, there exists f.a.a. x an integer II 
such that x, # rn - 1, and hence (duT/dp)(x) exists and is n; , 
Olr(zJ/~l(xr))9 where (Z,))> 1 = (Xi),> 1 + (lv 03 09***9)a Since x.,” , 
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1 -p”(O) = co, there exists f.a.a. x an integer n such that x, # 0, and hence 
(&T-‘/&)(x) exists ad is n;=, ol,(z,Y~~(x,))~ where (z,h>, = (~,h>~ + 
(r, - 1, rz- ,, r3 - l,..., ). Thus T is an automorphism. From the Kolmogorov 
61 law it follows that T is ergodic. 
LEMMA I. Let (r,),> , be a sequence of integers r,, > 2. Let r be the 
. subgroup (k/r, ... rn. k E Z, n > 1) of [0, 1) (mod 1). Then the character 
group. r-, of I‘ is topologically isomorphic to the group X = [IF., 
(0. I ,...I r,, - 1 } under the isomorphism 
I‘- 3 x + @/A, I E x. 
x( l/r, ... rn)=xn/r,, +x,. ,/rnrn ., + ... +x,/r,r, , ... r,. 
ProoJ: This can easily be checked. Q.E.D. 
By this lemma we can identify the character group r^ with the group X. 
LEMMA 2. Let 7’ be the adding machine automorphism of an infinite 
direct product measure space (X,. F, p) = 1 1,“’ , ({ 0. l,..., rn - 1 }, ..Fn, p,). If 
U is an automorphism in C(T), then for each cylinder set [a, ,.... a,,]; in 
VI I,<. 
C/la, Y..., an]:= I(~,,...,a,)t~,.r;];. 
Here xl. is the character in Proposition 2 and it can be identiJied with a point 
(k,. k ? . . ...) of X. x,. r 7 is the restriction, (k, ,..., k,), to Xtn’ of x,. . 
ProoJ Define V7 , <-measurable functions f,;,, .r,,(x) by 
f ,;,, rm 6) = expGWx,lr,, 
t x,,.. ,/rnrn. , t .a. t x,/rnrn , ... r,)) 
for .Y = (si); , , in X. Then we have 
f 1/r, . . . rn (TX) = exp(Wl/r, ,..., r,)) xf ,,,,...,, (x). 
We set that each character of the point spectrum restricts to a character on 
the group (k/r, . . . r,, ; k E Z, n > 11 (mod 1). By the definition ofx,. we have 
f,,,,,. .,,(ux) = exp(2nixJllr, ... r,)) Xf,,+,. .r,(x) 
= exp(2ni((x, t k,)/r, 
f (x, I + k-,)lr,r, , + ... f (x1 + k,Yr,r, , .a- r,)) 
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f.a.a. x. Hence it follows that 
x E [a, )...) a,l;ifandonlyifUx~ [(a,,...,a,)tx,r?I;. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let T be the adding machine automorphism in 
Lemma 2. If U is an automorphism in C(T), then (dp x1; r ;/dp)(x) converges 
to (dp U/&)(x) f.a.a. x and in L’(X,p), where we also use xI:t’: to denote the 
automorphism of (X, Y, p) defined by xr;r;x = (y, ,..., Y,, x,, , , x,, z ,...,) 
forx=(x,),,,, (Y,....,Y~)=(x,,...~x,)+x~~~: in A?“‘. 
ProoJ: We have 
E (7 / i, ‘T)(x) = dPi;r’ (x) f.a.a. x. 
This is because, for a cylinder set [cz, ,..., a,]; in V:-, <q, 
I ~(x)&(x) =lu(l@, ...a,) +x,m) lU,~~~U”l~ 
=p(U[a ,,..., a,]:) ... (by Lemma 2) 
= 
I ro,~‘~n,l; 
y (xl 44x>, 
and because (&xv r;/&)(x) is vy=, .q-measurable. By the Martingale 
Convergence Theorem 
!y (x) = E (7 1 \j .+x, i I 
converges to (dp U/dp)(x) f.a.a. x and in L’(X, cl). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Conversely, if for a charactgr x of the group (k/r, ee. r,; k E Z, 
n> 1 t WxJ;l44( x converges in the L’@)-norm with a limit function 1 
which takes positive values almost everywhere, then there exists an 
automorphism I/ in C(g such that x =x,,.. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let T be the adding machine automorphism on an 
infinite direct product measure space (X,.F, p) = rlp7, ((0, l,..., rn - 1 }, 
Fn, p,). Then the group c(T) is algebraically isomorphic to a subgroup of the 
character group I-- of the group f = (k/r, ,..., rn ; k E L, n > 1 }. 
Proof. As shown in the proof of Lemma 2, k/r, . . . r, is an eigenvalue of 
T. Then it follows that Sp(T)  ^ is a subgroup of f-. Since the map 
C(n 3 Cl + xv E f is a homomorphism, xvV = xv + xv and xv-, = - xv, it 
is enough to show that it is a one-to-one map. We assume that X&J) = 0 for 
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all y in r, or equivalently that xv = (0, O,...,). Then by Lemma 2 we have 
UA = A for all A in V;=, 5 and for all n > 1. For E > 0, let 6 be a positive 
number such that if p(E) < 6, then ,u(UE) < E. Since U,” , F” is dense in .F, 
there exists for any set A in x an A, in Vy- ,<F for some n such that 
p(A A A,,) < 6. Then it follows that 
Since E is arbitrary, it follows that UA = A for all A in Y. Therefore fJ is the 
identity automorphism. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let T be the adding machine automorphism on an inJnite 
direct product measure space (X, .F, p) = rlF= , ((0, I), .;7, p,), where ,u,, is 
constantandp,(0)=p,pl,(l)=q,p+q=l,p+q=l,p>O,q>O. Then 
the cornmutant c(T) is isomorphic to rhe group X if p = q = f and to the 
group 7 otherwise. 
Proof We assume that p # q and that there is an automorphism U in 
c(T) with the character xc = (k,),, , such that 0 and 1 appear infinitely often 
in the sequence (k,),>, . Let k,i = 0, k,,, I = 1, n, < n,, ,, i = 1, 2 ,.... Since 
x,7 , ,U(X in X: x,, = 0 and x,,+ I = 0) = co, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
there exists f.a.a. x a subsequence (m,),>, of (n,},>, such that x,, = 0, 
X mi c, = 0. Then we have that 
dp,yJy 
dcl 
(xl = 2!A$(x)x;. 
Therefore (dp xv r:/&)(x) does not converge almost surely, which 
contradicts Proposition 3. Thus we have that either 0 or 1 appears at most 
finitely often in the sequence (k,),, r . By Proposition 4 we have that c(q is 
isomorphic to Z. 
Next we assume that p = q = $. Then the adding machine automorphism T 
is the ergodic finite measure preserving automorphism with pure point 
spectrum, whose point spectrum is the set (k/2”; k E Z, n > I} (mod 1). By 
Theorem I we have that c(T) is isomorphic to the group X. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. The point spectrum of each adding machine automorphism in 
Theorem 3 is (k/2”; n > I} (mod 1). 
Remark 2. An ergodic measure preserving automorphism, whose 
cornmutant is isomorphic to L, was given by Ornstein 191. This 
automorphism has no point spectrum (other than zero). 
Remark 3. A wider class of adding machine automorphisms whose 
cornmutant is isomorphic to Z has been obtained by Osikawa and the 
author. 
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We write adding machine automorphisms each with a o-finite invariant 
measure and the same point spectrum, which are not isomorphic. 
EXAMPLF. I. Let T be the adding machine automorphism of nc. , 
((0, I ).P,), where ~~~(0) = i. ,u2,,+ ,(O) = 1 - I/n'. n 2 0. Then c(7) is 
isomorphic to 7, and Sp(T) = (k/2”; k E 8, n 2 11 (mod 1). 
EXAMPI.I: 2. Let 7‘ be the adding machine automorphism of 1 1,:’ , 
((0. 1 I?P,)3 where PC,, I)(~, 2j.2, I (0) = 1 -_ ilt12, Pito)= l/2 for 
(n - l)(n t 2)/2 t 1 < i < n(n + 3)/2 + 1 n > 1. Then c(T) is not 
isomorphic to Z, and Sp( 7J = (k/2”; k E Z, n > 1) (mod 1). For instance 
the rotation of nF=, (0,l) by (km),>,, k, “..,, cn+2M2+2= 1, n> 1, k,=O 
otherwise, is an automorphism in c(7). 
3. I~OM~RPHI~M 01: THE Giwu~s N[T)/(Tj ANO c((F,),,. 
Let (X. .ir. p) be a u-finite Lebesgue measure space. For an arbitrary 
partition i of X we denote by .7(C) the family of unions of elements in <. 
which arc measurable. Then .F(<) is a sub-u-algebra of .ir. A partition i is 
called a measurable partition if there is a countable collection of sets E,, in 
.r(<). n > 1. such that for any disjoint subsets A and B in .F([) there exists 
E, such that A CTI E” and B c Ez. Let [ be a partition of X and n be the 
natural surjection from X onto the quotient space X/c in which 71.x = njV if 
there exists an element c(C) in i such that h’ and J are in c(c). Let .F/[ be the 
image of .5 by 71 and r/c be the image of a finite measure I; equivalent to ,D 
by 71, v/<(E) == r(n ‘I:‘) for E in .F/c. It is known that if a partition c is a 
measurable partition, then the quotient measure space (X/c. ,F/c, r/c) is a 
Lebesgue measure space. 
It is also known that there exists for any complete sub-u-algebra .d of. F 
a measurable partition [ of X such that .F(CJ = .‘5’. Let G be a countable 
group of automorphisms of (X,.F, p). We denote by i(G) the measurable 
partition of X such that. /T([(G)) = {A in. F; ,u(A A gA) = 0 for any g in G). 
In the case of a cyclic group generated by a single automorphism T we write 
i(T). 
An automorphism S of (Y, .d, V) is called a factor automorphism of an 
automorphism 7’ of (X,. .F, ,u) if there is a measurable map 0 from X onto Y 
such that the measure ,&-I is equivalent to u, where p0- ‘(A) = ~(0. ‘A), 
A E 9, and such that SBx = BTx f.a.a. x. For an automorphism T of (X, .F, 
,D) and a measurable partition < of X such that 77 = <. the factor 
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automorphism, 0: of T acting on (X/C, ;rl[, p/C) is defined by 
z(TA) = U(n4) for A in %F([), where n is the natural surjection from X onto 
X/c. A factor flow of a flow is analogously defined. 
Let G be a countable group of automorphisms or a cyclic group generated 
by a single automorphism T of a Lebesgue measure space (0, .5?, P). For an 
automorphism R of (0, .%‘, P) we define the automorphism R’ of (f2 X IFi, 
9 X .S(lR), dp X du) by I?(cB. u) = (Ro, u - log(dPR/dp)(o)), where 9(IR) 
is the u-algebra consisting of all Lebesgue measurable sets in IR. 
DEFINITIOX I. We say that the factor flow (F,),,,. of the flow, 
R x R 3 (w, U) + (0, u + t) E R x H for t in P?, acting on the quotient space 
(0 x E/[(G), ..b x .%‘(lF?)/[(G), ~/,/r(e)), where G is the group (g’:g in G) 
and 1: is a finite measure equivalent to the measure dP(o) x du, is the flow 
associated with G. (or T). 
DEFINITION 2. The module mod,R of a normalizer R in N]G] is the 
factor automorphism of R acting on the quotient space R x R/C(G). In the 
case of a cyclic group generated by a single automorphism T we write 
mod,.R. 
The module mod,R is a generalization of the module in [2] to the case of 
an ergodic automorphism of type III. In [ 6) Osikawa and the author proved 
that if 7‘ is an ergodic automorphism of type III, then taking the module is a 
homomorphism from the normalizer group NIT] into the commutant 
c((F,),,,.), where (F,),,,, is the flow associated with T, and that its kernel is 
the closure ] T] of IT]. Therefore the module map can be viewed as a one-to- 
one homomorphism from the quotient group N[ T]/[ Ti into c((F,),,;,). In [6] 
the module map (“taking the module of a normalizer”) was called the 
fundamental homomorphism. In the following theorem it will be shown that 
the module map is onto and homeomorphic. 
TIIKOH~~M 4. Let T be an ergodic automorphism of type III of a a-finite 
Lebesgue measure space (Q, 9, P), and (F,),,,, be the Jlow associated with 
T, which acts on a Lebesgue measure space (X,.F,p). Then the group 
NJ 7*1/l T] is topological& isomorphic to the commutant c((F,),,.,.). 
LEMMA 3. Let (T,),,: be a Jlow on a o-finite Lebesgue measure space 
(f, .d, m) and let (F,),.,, be a factor flow on a a-Jnite Lebesgue measure 
space (X, .7, ,u) with a factor map tI from Z onto X such that F,O = t7T,. If a 
countable subgroup G of the cornmutant c((T,),,,,) is so that Og = 0 for all g 
in G and that there exists for any G-invariant measurable function f (z) on Z 
SXO’40!3 IO 
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a measurable function r(x) on X such that f(z) = ((0~) f.a.a. z, then the 
factorjlow of (T,),eC: d f e me d on a quotient measure space (Z/&G), S//[(G). 
u/c(G)), where v  is a finite measure equivalent to m, is isomorphic to theflow 
(F,),,:. under the restriction of 8 onto the Z/c(G). 
The proof of the lemma becomes obvious if one considers the definitions 
of the terms involved. 
Proof of the Theorem. What we are going to prove is that mod,( . ) is an 
onto map. For this we show that there exists an approximately finite group 
G* of automorphisms of a Lebesgue measure space (Q*, P*) such that the 
f-low FIG),,, associated with G*, which acts on a Lebesgue space X*. is 
isomorphic to the flow (F,),E,,r so F,O = OF, where 0 is an isomorphism 
from x* onto X, and such that there exists for any automorphism U in 
c((F,),, ,), a normalizer R”(U) in N[G*] such that Ii. 0 = 0. mod,.R*(U). 
Let r be an ergodic automorphism of type III, of a Lebesgue measure 
space (Y, m). We put (Q*, dP*) = (Y X X X m. dm x dp X eU du) and define 
automorphisms on f2* by 
N( y. x, u) = (ry, s, u - log 
S,(y,x, u) = (y, F,x, u + t - lo+‘(x)) 
for t in R and for (y, x, u) in R*. Let r be any fixed irrational number and 
let f be the group generated by 1 and r, which is a countable dense subgroup 
of IH. Let G* be the group generated by the automorphisms N and S, for t in 
f. Since G* is a countable abelian group, it is an approximately finite group 
of automorphisms. 
Let G* be the group generated by the automorphisms defined 
by fl(y, x, u, v) = (TY, x, u - log(dm @m)(y), v) and s,(y, x, u, v) = 
(y, Fix, u + I - log(dR FJdp)(x), v - t) for t in r, and for (y, x, u, v) in 
R* x IR. We show that there exists for any G*-invariant measurable function 
f(y, x, u, v) on R* x IF! a measurable function f*(x) on X such that 
f( y, x, u, v) = f2(FL.x). This amounts to checking the second condition on the 
subgroup in Lemma 3; here the subgroup is G*. Since f(y, x, u, v) 
is N-invariant, we have f (ry, x, u - log(dm r/dm)( y), v) = f (y, x, u, v) 
f.a.a.( y, x, u, v). Since 7 is of type III,, the automorphism i: (y, u) + 
(7y, u - log(dm r/dm)(y)) is ergodic. Then it follows that there exists a 
measurable function f,(x, v) such that f(y, x, u, v) =f,(x. v) f.a.a.(y, x, u, v). 
Since f( y, x, u, v) is S,- invariant for t in r, we have f (y, Ftx, 
u + t - log(& F,/a$)(x), v - 1) =f(y, x, u, v) f.a.a.(y, x, U, v) and for t in I’. 
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Then it follows thatf,(F,x, c - I) f.a.a.(x, v) and for t in I’Y Since (F,),,;. is a 
measurable flow and since r is dense in F?, we have for any t in IFi, 
J,(F,x, c - I) =J,(x, v) f.a.a.(x, t’). Also because of the measurability of 
(F,),, one can find a measurable function f,(x) on X such that J,(x, c) = 
f,(F,.x) f.a.a.(x, t’). Thus we havef(y, x, u, V) =f2(FI.x). 
Now we produce the factor map 0 of Lemma 3. We let 0 be a measurable 
map from R* x H onto X given by 8(~,. x, u, C) = F,.x. Then we have Rfl= 0 
and 03, = 0 for t in f. Since G* is an abelian group, we have verified the 
first condition on the subgroup in Lemma 3. Let 0 be the restriction of 19 
onto the quotient space X* = R* x E/c(&). Then by Lemma 3 the flow 
(FT),, associated with G*, which is the factor flow on X* of the flow, 
R” x ‘Yq 3 (~7, x, u, V) + (~7, x, u, 1: + I) E R* x R. is isomorphic to (F,),,, , 
OFT = F,O. 
Now suppose we are given an automorphism U in c((F,),,,,). We 
define the automorphism R*(U) on R* by R*(Wy, xv u) = 
(u, Ux, u - log(& U/&)(x)) for (y, x, u) in R*. Since R*(U) commutes with 
the generators N, S,, and S, of G*, it is in N[ G*] and we have U. 0 = 
0 . mod,.R*(U). By theorems of Krieger ([ 7, Theorems 2.4 and 2.8) in the 
case of type III, and III, and [ 8, Theorem 6.141 in the case of type III,) we 
can find an isomorphism q from R onto f2* such that q[ 7’1 q- ’ = [G* ]. Put 
ij(w, u) = (qw, I( - log(dp* q/@)(w)) for (w, u) in R x [R and define the 
automorphism R(U) of (J2, P) by R(U)(w) = q-‘R*((S$ U(Oij)-‘) q(o) for 
cu in R. Then it follows that R(U) in N[ T] and mod,R(U) = U. 
What we are next going to prove is that mod,( . ) is a homeomorphism. 
We assume that for R, and R in N] T], R, converges to R in N[ r]. We show 
that 8, converges weakly to R. Since the weak topology depends only on the 
measure class, we may take the measure dP(o) x e” du on R x IR, where P 
may be assumed a probability measure. Since the operator L’(0 x IR, 
dP(w) x e’ du) 3 f(w, u) -+ f(R; * w, u - log(dPR,‘/dP)(o)) E L’(f2 x IR, 
dP(w) X e” du) is norm preserving, it is enough to show that for anJ(w, u) = 
d(w) X T(u), where d(o) is in Lz(f2, P) and T(u) is a continuous function on 
D with a compact support contained in ]a, b], 
converges to 0. 
Let ]#(w)] < K and ] r(u)] < L. For E > 0 let 6 be a positive number such 
that It(u) - 5(v)] < E if (11 - u] < 6. Since the measure P(R -I.) is equivalent 
to P, we can choose 6 so that if P(A) < 6, then P(R - ‘A) < E. 
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We have that 
I< ~~~4W~) - !w-‘4 1 r (u - log~(w))~~,,(,p(~)~,,~, 
+ t u-log~(u)) Ill i 
-e(~-~dgw)j m(Rlw)ll~,~(~p(~)~~~~) 
=I, +Iz. 
Since R, converges weakly to R, we have that 
I,<L x (((R,‘o)-#(R-‘w)j$ w II ( )I1 L’(R,P) + 0. 
For I,, we have that 
Z,<K/EndP(o)l lt(u-logs(u))-((u---log%(u))1 e”du 
+K(LcdP(w)l 1+-logc(wj) 
-t (i-logs(w))l e”du 
=J, +J,, 
where 
E,= oinR: logs(o)-IugG(wjI <a[. I I 
For .I,, we have that 
- exp a+logc(w) 
( 
*og~(o))~ 
+jdP(w)/erp(o+log~(w))-exp(a+log~~~))l 
+jdP(w)/exp (b+logG(w)) -exp (b+logs(o))i 
< eK{2(eb + e”) + 2e” + 2eb). 
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For J,, since R, converges weakly to R, we have for sufftciently large n, 
P(Ez) < 6. Then for such n we have 
+ 
i/ ( 
5 u-logF(w))( e”duI 
= K I I &)I e” du 
I 
Ii G (0) dP(w) + I, G (0) dP(w) 1 
<K 
I 
It(u)1 e”du --$-- ~ 
III 
dPR-’ dPR-’ 
dP /I 
+ 2P(R - ‘EC,) 
I. VP) I 
< K 
I 
I<(u)1 e” du (E + 2&J. 
Thus, I?,, converges weakly to R. 
Let v be a finite measure on R x K? equivalent to the dP(w) X e” du. Let n 
be the natural surjection from R x [R onto the quotient space 
X = R x R/[(T). Let ,U be the image measure of v by n, vx- ’ = ~1. Since the 
weak topology depends only on the measure class, we have that for any g in 
L’(‘K PI 
II g(mod,R;‘x) dumzR” (x) -g(mod,R-‘x) ” m$RP’ (x)// L’(u) 
+ 0, 
I.‘(r) 
wheref(o, U) = g(n(w, u)). Thus mod,( . ) is continuous. 
In order to prove that the inverse map of the module map is continuous, it 
enough to show that for CT, and CT in c((F,),,,) if U, converges weakly to U, 
then the normalizer R*(U,) converges to the normalizer R*(U) in N[G* 1, 
where G* is the approximately finite group which was constructed in the first 
part of the proof of Theorem 4 and R*(U) for U in c((F,),,,) is the 
normalizer in WC*1 defined by R*(~)(Y,x,u)=(Y,~x,u- 
b-W u/&)(x)). A s is seen in the proof of the continuity of the module 
map, for the automorphisms o,,(x, U) = (Unx, u - log(a$ U,/c+)(x)) 
0(x, U) = (Ux, u - log(& U/dp)(x)), o,, converges weakly to 0. Then 
R*(U,,) converges weakly to R*(U). Since R*(U,) and R*(U) commute with 
the automorphisms N and S,, t E f, which are generators of the group G*, 
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we have that for a finite measure v on R* equivalent to the measure 
dmxdRxdu,andforn>l, 
v((y,x, u) in f2*: R*(U,)gR*(U,) ’ (y,x. u) 
f R*(wgR*(u) ’ (y.x, u)) = 0 
for g in G*. Since the family 
dv R*(U,,)- ’ 
dv 
(y,x,u);n> 1 
i 
of L’(R*, v)-functions is uniformly integrable, we have that for g in (G* ] 
v((~,x,u)inR*:R*(U,)gR*(U,)-‘(p,x,u) 
f R*(U)gR*(U)-’ (y,x, u)) 
--+ 0 as n --t co. Thus R*(U”) converges to R*(r/) in N[G* 1. Q.E.D. 
We recall a definition of the T-set, T(7J, of an ergodic automorphism T of 
(Q, 9, P). A real number f is in T(T) if there exists a measurable function 
exp(i&(w)) satisfying the cocycle equation: 
exp(it log z (0)) = exp G,GQ) - <,(w)) f.a.a. w. 
It is known that the group T(T) coincides with the point spectrum of the 
flow associated with T. 
It can be proven that for a normalizer R in N[ T], 
dPR 
exp(it log - dp (0)) = evWx,,,,, (0) exp i(l,(Rw) - C(W)) 
f.a.a. w, and for t in T(1), where xmodrR ( . ) is the character in Proposition 2. 
By Theorems 1 and 4 we have the following: 
COROLLARY. Let T be an ergodic automorphism of type III and (F,),. ,, 
be the flow associated with T. Then the group N] T]/[ Tj is compact if and 
only if (F,),,:, is a finite measure preserving flow with pure point spectrum. 
In this case the map R +xmod+ is a topological isomorphism from the group 
N( T]/(T onto the character group of the T-set T(T). In particular, 
i N]T]/]T is isomorphic to the l-dimensional torus if and only tf  T is of 
type III, for some 0 < 1 < 1. Q.E.D. 
A flow under a constant function with a base automorphism which is an 
adding machine automorphism is realized as the flow associated with some 
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adding machine automorphism of type III [S I. We remark that an ergodic 
measure preserving flow with pure point spectrum, whose point spectrum is a 
subgroup of rational numbers x M/27r, M > 0, is one of these flows. 
From Proposition 1 and Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the following 
COHOLLAHY. There are adding machine automorphisms T of type III, 
such that the group NI T]/[ Ti is isomorphic to R. 
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